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LEVINSON, Judge, in which Moon, Chief Judge, joins.
The plaintiffs-appellants Ninia Baehr (Baehr), Genora Dancel (Dancel), Tammy
Rodrigues (Rodrigues), Antoinette Pregil (Pregil), Pat Lagon (Lagon), and Joseph
Melilio (Melilio) (collectively "the plaintiffs") appeal the circuit court's order (and
judgment entered pursuant thereto) granting the motion of the defendant-appellee
John C. Lewin (Lewin), in his official capacity as Director of the Department of
Health (DOH), State of Hawaii, for judgment on the pleadings, resulting in the
dismissal of the plaintiffs' action with prejudice for failure to state a claim against
Lewin upon which relief can be granted. Because, for purposes of Lewin's motion, it
is our duty to view the factual allegations of the plaintiffs' complaint in a light most
favorable to them (i.e., because we must deem such allegations as true) and because it
doesnot appear beyond doubt that the plaintiffs cannot prove any set of facts in
support of their claim that would entitle them to the relief they seek, we hold that the
circuit court erroneously dismissed the plaintiffs' complaint. Accordingly, we vacate
the circuit court's order and judgment and remand this matter to the circuit court for
further proceedings consistent with this opinion.
I. BACKGROUND
On May 1, 1991, the plaintiffs filed a complaint for injunctive and declaratory relief
in the Circuit Court of the First Circuit, State of Hawaii, seeking, inter alia: (1) a
declaration that Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS) §572-1 (1985) -- the section of the
Hawaii Marriage Law enumerating the [r]equisites of [a] valid marriage contract" -- is
unconstitutional insofar as it is construed and applied by the DOH to justify refusing
to issue a marriage license on the sole basis that the applicant couple is of the same
sex; and (2) preliminary and permanent injunctions prohibiting the future withholding
of marriage licenses on that sole basis.
[Footnote: HRS §572-1 provides: Requisites of valid marriage contract. In order to
make valid the marriage contract, it shall be necessary that:
(1) The respective parties do not stand in relation to each other of ancestor and
descendant of any degree whatsoever, brother and sister of the half as well as to the
whole blood, uncle and niece, aunt and nephew, whether the relationship is legitimate
or illegitimate;
(2) Each of the parties at the time of contracting the marriage is at least sixteen years
of age; provided that with the written approval of the family court of the circuit court
within which the minor resides, it shall be lawful for a person under the age of sixteen

years, but in no event under the age of fifteen years, to marry, subject to section 572-2
(relating to consent of parent or guardian);
(3) The man does not at the time have any lawful wife living and that the woman does
not at the time have any lawful husband living;
(4) Consent of neither party to the marriage has been obtained by force, duress, or
fraud;
(5) Neither of the parties is a person afflicted with any loathsome disease concealed
from, and unknown to, the other party;
(6) It shall in no case be lawful for any person to marry in the State without a license
for that purpose duly obtained from the agent appointed to grant marriage licenses;
and
(7) The marriage ceremony be performed in the State by a person or society with a
valid license to solemnize marriages and the man and woman to be married and the
person performing the marriage ceremony be all physically present at the same place
and time for the marriage ceremony. HRS §572-1 (1985) (emphasis added).
In 1984, the legislature amended the statute to delete the then existing prerequisite
that "[n]either of the parties is impotent or physically incapable of entering into the
marriage state" (emphasis added). Correlatively, [a 1985 amendment] delete[d] as a
ground for annulment the fact "that one of the parties was impotent or physically
incapable of entering into the marriage state" at the time of the marriage (emphasis
added). The legislature's own actions thus belie the dissent's wholly unsupported
declaration that "the purpose of HRS §572-1 is to promote and protect propagation . .
. ."]
In addition to the necessary jurisdictional and venuerelated averments, the plaintiffs'
complaint alleges the following facts: (1) on or about December 17, 1990,
Baehr/Dancel, Rodrigues/Pregil, and Lagon/Melilio (collectively "the applicant
couples") filed applications for marriage licenses with the DOH; (2) the DOH denied
the applicant couples' marriage license applications solely on the ground that the
applicant couples were of the same sex; (3) the applicant couples have complied with
all marriage contract requirements and provisions, except that each applicant couple is
of the same sex; (4) the applicant couples are otherwise eligible to secure marriage
licenses from the DOH, absent the statutory prohibition or construction of HRS §5721 excluding couples of the same sex from securing marriage licenses; and (5) in
denying the applicant couples' marriage license applications, the DOH was acting in
its official capacity and under color of state law.
Based on the foregoing factual allegations, the plaintiffs' complaint avers that: (1) the
DOH's interpretation and application of HRS §572-1 to deny same-sex couples access
to marriage licenses violates the plaintiffs' right to privacy, as guaranteed by article I,
section 6 of the Hawaii Constitution, as well as to the equal protection of the laws and
due process of law, as guaranteed by article I, section 5 of the Hawaii Constitution;
(2) the plaintiffs have no plain, adequate, or complete remedy at law to redress their
alleged injuries; and (3) the plaintiffs are presently suffering and will continue to

suffer irreparable injury from the DOH's acts, policies, and practices in the absence of
declaratory and injunctive relief.
[Footnotes: Article I, section 6 of the Hawaii Constitution provides:
The right of the people to privacy is recognized and shall not be infringed
without the showing of a compelling state interest. The legislature shall take
affirmative steps to implement this right.
Article I, section 5 of the Hawaii Constitution provides:
No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property without due process of
law, nor be denied the equal protection of the laws, nor be denied the
enjoyment of the person's civil rights or be discriminated against in the
exercise thereof because of race, religion, sex or ancestry.]
On June 7, 1991, Lewin filed an amended answer to the plaintiffs' complaint. In his
amended answer, Lewin asserted the defenses of failure to state a claim upon which
relief can be granted, sovereign immunity, qualified immunity, and abstention in
favor of legislative action. With regard to the plaintiffs' factual allegations, Lewin
admitted: (1) his residency and status as the director of the DOH; (2) that on or about
December 17, 1990, the applicant couples personally appeared before an authorized
agent of the DOH and applied for marriage licenses; (3) that the applicant couples'
marriage license applications were denied on the ground that each couple was of the
same sex; and (4) that the DOH did not address the issue of the premarital
examination "upon being advised" that the applicant couples were of the same sex.
Lewin denied all of the remaining allegations of the complaint.
On July 9, 1991, Lewin filed his motion for judgment on the pleadings and to dismiss
the plaintiffs' complaint and memorandum in support thereof in the circuit court. The
memorandum was unsupported by and contained no references to any affidavits,
depositions, answers to interrogatories, or admissions on file. Indeed, the record in
this case suggests that the parties have not conducted any formal discovery.
In his memorandum, Lewin urged that the plaintiffs' complaint failed to state a claim
upon which relief could be granted for the following reasons: (1) the state's marriage
laws "contemplate marriage as a union between a man and a woman"; (2) because the
only legally recognized right to marry "is the right to enter a heterosexual marriage,
[the] plaintiffs do not have a cognizable right, fundamental or otherwise, to enter into
state-licensed homosexual marriages"; (3) the state's marriage laws do not "burden,
penalize, infringe, or interfere in any way with the [plaintiffs'] private relationships";
(4) the state is under no obligation "to take affirmative steps to provide homosexual
unions with its official approval"; (5) the state's marriage laws "protect and foster and
may help to perpetuate the basic family unit, regarded as vital to society, that provides
status and a nurturing environment to children born to married persons" and, in
addition, "constitute a statement of the moral values of the community in a manner
that is not burdensome to [the] plaintiffs"; (6) assuming the plaintiffs are homosexuals

(a fact not pleaded in the plaintiffs' complaint), they "are neither a suspect nor a quasisuspect class and do not require heightened judicial solicitude"; and (7) even if
heightened judicial solicitude is warranted, the state's marriage laws "are so removed
from penalizing, burdening, harming, or otherwise interfering with [the] plaintiffs and
their relationships and perform such a critical function in society that they must be
sustained."
The plaintiffs filed a memorandum in opposition to Lewin's motion for judgment on
the pleadings on August 29, 1991. They argued that, for purposes of Lewin's motion,
the circuit court was bound to accept all of the facts alleged in their complaint as true
and that the complaint therefore could not be dismissed for failure to state a claim
unless it appeared beyond doubt that they could prove no set of facts that would
entitle them to the relief sought. Proclaiming their homosexuality and asserting a
fundamental constitutional right to sexual orientation, the plaintiffs reiterated their
position that the DOH's refusal to issue marriage licenses to the applicant couples
violated their rights to privacy, equal protection of the laws, and due process of law
under article I, sections 5 and 6 of the Hawaii Constitution.
The circuit court heard Lewin's motion on September 3, 1991, and, on October 1,
1991, filed its order granting Lewin's motion for judgment on the pleadings on the
basis that Lewin was "entitled to judgment in his favor as a matter of law" and
dismissing the plaintiffs' complaint with prejudice. The plaintiffs' timely appeal
followed.
II. JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS WAS ERRONEOUSLY GRANTED.
B. The Right to Privacy Does Not Include a Fundamental Right to Same-Sex
Marriage.
It is now well established that "'a right to personal privacy, or a guarantee of certain
areas or zones of privacy,' is implicit in the United States Constitution." State v.
Mueller, 66 Haw. 616, 618 (1983) (quoting Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 152 (1973)).
And article I, section 6 of the Hawaii Constitution expressly states that "[t]he right of
the people to privacy is recognized and shall not be infringed without the showing of
a compelling state interest." The framers of the Hawaii Constitution declared that the
"privacy concept" embodied in article I, section 6 is to be "treated as a fundamental
right[.]" State v. Kam, 69 Haw. 483, 493 (1988).
When article I, section 6 of the Hawaii Constitution was being adopted, the 1978
Hawaii Constitutional Convention, acting as a committee of the whole, clearly
articulated the rationale for its adoption:
By amending the Constitution to include a separate and distinct privacy right,
it is the intent of your Committee to insure that privacy is treated as a
fundamental right for purposes of constitutional analysis. . . . This right is

similar to the privacy right discussed in cases such as Griswold v. Connecticut,
[381 U.S. 479 (1965)], Eisenstadt v. Baird, [405 U.S. 438 (1972)], Roe v.
Wade, etc. It is a right that, though unstated in the federal Constitution,
emanates from the penumbra of several guarantees of the Bill of Rights.
Because of this, there has been some confusion as to the source of the right
and the importance of it. As such, it is treated as a fundamental right subject to
interference only when a compelling state interest is demonstrated. By
inserting clear and specific language regarding this right into the Constitution,
your Committee intends to alleviate any possible confusion over the source of
the right and the existence of it.
This court cited the same passage in Mueller, 66 Haw. at 625-26, in an attempt to
determine the "intended scope of privacy protected by the Hawaii Constitution." We
ultimately concluded in Mueller that the federal cases cited by the Convention's
committee of the whole should guide our construction of the intended scope of article
I, section 6.
Accordingly, there is no doubt that, at a minimum, article I, section 6 of the Hawaii
Constitution encompasses all of the fundamental rights expressly recognized as being
subsumed within the privacy protections of the United States Constitution. In this
connection, the United States Supreme Court has declared that "the right to marry is
part of the fundamental 'right of privacy' implicit in the Fourteenth Amendment's Due
Process Clause." Zablocki v. Redhail, 434 U.S. 374, 384 (1978). The issue in the
present case is, therefore, whether the "right to marry" protected by article I, section 6
of the Hawaii Constitution extends to same-sex couples. Because article I, section 6
was expressly derived from the general right to privacy under the United States
Constitution and because there are no Hawaii cases that have delineated the
fundamental right to marry, this court, as we did in Mueller, looks to federal cases for
guidance.
The United States Supreme Court first characterized the right of marriage as
fundamental in Skinner v. Oklahoma ex rel. Williamson, 316 U.S. 535 (1942).
In Skinner, the right to marry was inextricably linked to the right of procreation. The
dispute before the court arose out of an Oklahoma statute that allowed the state to
sterilize "habitual criminals" without their consent. In striking down the statute,
theSkinner court indicated that it was "dealing . . . with legislation which
involve[d] one of the basic civil rights of man. Marriage and procreation are
fundamental to the very existence and survival of the race" (emphasis added).
Whether the court viewed marriage and procreation as a single indivisible right, the
least that can be said is that it was obviously contemplating unions between men and
women when it ruled that the right to marry was fundamental. This is hardly
surprising inasmuch as none of the United States sanctioned any other marriage
configuration at the time.

The United States Supreme Court has set forth its most detailed discussion of the
fundamental right to marry in Zablocki, supra, which involved a Wisconsin statute
that prohibited any resident of the state with minor children "not in his custody and
which he is under obligation to support" from obtaining a marriage license until the
resident demonstrated to a court that he was in compliance with his child support
obligations. The Zablocki court held that the statute burdened the fundamental right to
marry; applying the "strict scrutiny" standard to the statute, the court invalidated it as
violative of the fourteenth amendment to the United States Constitution. In so doing,
the Zablocki court delineated its view of the evolution of the federally recognized
fundamental right of marriage as follows:
Long ago, in Maynard v. Hill, 125 U.S. 190 (1888), the Court characterized
marriage as "the most important relation in life" and as "the foundation of the
family and of society, without which there would be neither civilization nor
progress." In Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923), the Court recognized
that the right "to marry, establish a home and bring up children" is a central
part of the liberty protected by the Due Process Clause, and in Skinner v.
Oklahoma ex rel. Williamson, supra, marriage was described as "fundamental
to the very existence and survival of the race." . . . .
It is not surprising that the decision to marry has been placed on the same level
of importance as decisions relating to procreation, childbirth, child rearing,
and family relationships. As the facts of this case illustrate, it would make
little sense to recognize a right of privacy with respect to other matters of
family life and not with respect to the decision to enter the relationship that is
the foundation of the family in our society. The woman whom appellee desired
to marry had a fundamental right to seek an abortion of their expected child,
see Roe v. Wade, supra, or to bring the child into life to suffer the myriad
social, if not economic, disabilities that the status of illegitimacy brings . . . .
Surely, a decision to marry and raise the child in a traditional family setting
must receive equivalent protection. And, if appellee's right to procreate means
anything at all, it must imply some right to enter the only relationship in which
the State of Wisconsin allows sexual relations legally to take place.
Implicit in the Zablocki court's link between the right to marry, on the one hand, and
the fundamental rights of procreation, childbirth, abortion, and child rearing, on the
other, is the assumption that the one is simply the logical predicate of the others.
The foregoing case law demonstrates that the federal construct of the fundamental
right to marry -- subsumed within the right to privacy implicitly protected by the
United States Constitution -- presently contemplates unions between men and women.
(Once again, this is hardly surprising inasmuch as such unions are the only statesanctioned marriages currently acknowledged in this country.)
Therefore, the precise question facing this court is whether we will extend
the present boundaries of the fundamental right of marriage to include same-sex
couples, or, put another way, whether we will hold that same-sex couples possess a

fundamental right to marry. In effect, as the applicant couples frankly admit, we are
being asked to recognize a new fundamental right. There is no doubt that "[a]s the
ultimate judicial tribunal with final, unreviewable authority to interpret and enforce
the Hawaii Constitution, we are free to give broader privacy protection [under article
I, section 6 of the Hawaii Constitution] than that given by the federal
constitution." Kam, 69 Haw. at 491. However, we have also held that the privacy right
found in article I, section 6 is similar to the federal right and that no "purpose to lend
talismanic effect" to abstract phrases such as "intimate decision" or "personal
autonomy" can "be inferred from [article I, section 6], any more than . . . from the
federal decisions." Mueller, 66 Haw. at 630.
In Mueller, this court, in attempting to circumscribe the scope of article I, section 6,
found itself ultimately "led back to" the landmark United States Supreme Court cases
"in [its] search for guidance" on the issue. In the case that first recognized a
fundamental right to privacy, Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965), the court
declared that it was "deal[ing] with a right . . . older than the Bill of Rights[.]" And in
a concurring opinion, Justice Goldberg observed that judges "determining which
rights are fundamental" must look not to "personal and private notions," but to the
"traditions and [collective] conscience of our people" to determine whether a principle
is "so rooted [there] . . . as to be ranked as fundamental." . . . The inquiry is whether a
right involved "is of such a character that it cannot be denied without violating those
'fundamental principles of liberty and justice which lie at the base of all our civil and
political institutions' . . . ."
Applying the foregoing standards to the present case, we do not believe that a right to
same-sex marriage is so rooted in the traditions and collective conscience of our
people that failure to recognize it would violate the fundamental principles of liberty
and justice that lie at the base of all our civil and political institutions. Neither do we
believe that a right to same-sex marriage is implicit in the concept of ordered liberty,
such that neither liberty nor justice would exist if it were sacrificed. Accordingly, we
hold that the applicant couples do not have a fundamental constitutional right to
same-sex marriage arising out of the right to privacy or otherwise.
Our holding, however, does not leave the applicant couples without a potential
remedy in this case. As we will discuss below, the applicant couples are free to press
their equal protection claim. If they are successful, the State of Hawaii will no longer
be permitted to refuse marriage licenses to couples merely on the basis that they are
of the same sex. But there is no fundamental right to marriage for same-sex couples
under article I, section 6 of the Hawaii Constitution.
C. Inasmuch as the Applicant Couples Claim That the Express Terms of HRS §572-1,
which Discriminates against Same-Sex Marriages, Violate Their Rights under the
Equal Protection Clause of the Hawaii Constitution, the Applicant Couples Are
Entitled to an Evidentiary Hearing to Determine Whether Lewin Can Demonstrate

that HRS §572-1 Furthers Compelling State Interests and Is Narrowly Drawn to
Avoid Unnecessary Abridgments of Constitutional Rights.
In addition to the alleged violation of their constitutional rights to privacy and due
process of law, the applicant couples contend that they have been denied the equal
protection of the laws as guaranteed by article section 5 of the Hawaii Constitution.
On appeal, the plaintiffs urge and, on the state of the bare record before us, we agree
that the circuit court erred when it concluded, as a matter of law, that: (1)
homosexuals do not constitute a "suspect class" for purposes of equal protection
analysis under article I, section 5 of the Hawaii Constitution; (2) the classification
created by HRS §572-1 is not subject to "strict scrutiny," but must satisfy only the
"rational relationship" test; and (3) HRS §572-1 satisfies the rational relationship test
because the legislature "obviously designed [it] to promote the general welfare
interests of the community by sanctioning traditional man-woman family units and
procreation."
1. Marriage is a state-conferred legal partnership status, the existence of
which gives rise to a multiplicity of rights and benefits reserved
exclusively to that particular relation.
The power to regulate marriage is a sovereign function reserved exclusively to the
respective states. Salisbury v. List, 501 F. Supp. 105, 107 (D. Nev. 1980); see O'Neill
v. Dent, 364 F. Supp. 565 (E.D.N.Y. 1973). By its very nature, the power to regulate
the marriage relation includes the power to determine the requisites of a valid
marriage contract and to control the qualifications of the contracting parties, the forms
and procedures necessary to solemnize the marriage, the duties and obligations it
creates, its effect upon property and other rights, and the grounds for marital
dissolution. See also Maynard v. Hill, supra.
In other words, marriage is a state-conferred legal status, the existence of which gives
rise to rights and benefits reserved exclusively to that particular relationship.
This court construes marriage as "'a partnership to which both partners bring their
financial resources as well as their individual energies and efforts.'" Gussin v. Gussin,
73 Haw. 470, 483 (1992); Myers v. Myers, 70 Haw. 143, 154 (1988); Cassiday v.
Cassiday, 68 Haw. 383, 387 (1986). So zealously has this court guarded the state's
role as the exclusive progenitor of the marital partnership that it declared, over
seventy years ago, that "common law" marriages -- i.e., "marital" unions existing in
the absence of a state-issued license and not performed by a person or society
possessing governmental authority to solemnize marriages -- would no longer be
recognized in the Territory of Hawaii. Parke v. Parke, 25 Haw. 397, 404-05 (1920).
Indeed, the state's monopoly on the business of marriage creation has been codified
by statute for more than a century. HRS §572-1(7), descended from an 1872 statute of

the Hawaiian Kingdom, conditions a valid marriage contract on "[t]he marriage
ceremony be[ing] performed in the State by a person or society with a valid license to
solemnize marriages[.]" HRS §572-11 accords the DOH sole authority to grant
licenses to solemnize marriages, and HRS §572-12 (1985) restricts the issuance of
such licenses to clergy, representatives of religious societies (such as the Society of
Friends) not having clergy but providing solemnization by custom, and judicial
officers. Finally, HRS §§572-5 and 572-6 vest the DOH with exclusive authority to
issue licenses to marriage applicants and to ensure that the general requisites and
procedures prescribed by HRS chapter 572 are satisfied.
The applicant couples correctly contend that the DOH's refusal to allow them to
marry on the basis that they are members of the same sex deprives them of access to a
multiplicity of rights and benefits that are contingent upon that status. Although it is
unnecessary in this opinion to engage in an encyclopedic recitation of all of them, a
number of the most salient marital rights and benefits are worthy of note. They
include: (1) a variety of state income tax advantages, including deductions, credits,
rates, exemptions, and estimates; (2) public assistance from and exemptions relating
to the Department of Human Services; (3) control, division, acquisition, and
disposition of community property; (4) rights relating to dower, curtesy, and
inheritance; (5) rights to notice, protection, benefits, and inheritance; (6) award of
child custody and support payments in divorce proceedings; (7) the right to spousal
support; (8) the right to enter into premarital agreements; (9) the right to change of
name; (10) the right to file a nonsupport action; (11) post-divorce rights relating to
support and property division; (12) the benefit of the spousal privilege and
confidential marital communications; (13) the benefit of the exemption of real
property from attachment or execution; and (14) the right to bring a wrongful death
action. For present purposes, it is not disputed that the applicant couples would be
entitled to all of these marital rights and benefits, but for the fact that they are denied
access to the state-conferred legal status of marriage.
2. HRS §572-1, on its face, discriminates based on sex against the
applicant couples in the exercise of the civil right of marriage, thereby
implicating the equal protection clause of article I, section 5 of the
Hawaii Constitution.
Notwithstanding the state's acknowledged stewardship over the institution of
marriage, the extent of permissible state regulation of the right of access to the marital
relationship is subject to constitutional limitations or constraints. See, e.g., Zablocki,
435 U.S. at 388-91; Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 7-12 (1967); Salisbury, 501 F.
Supp. at 107 (citing Johnson v. Rockefeller, 58 F.R.D. 42 (S.D.N.Y. 1972)). It has
been held that a state may deny the right to marry only for compelling
reasons. Salisbury, 501 F. Supp. at 107; Johnson, supra.

The equal protection clauses of the United States and Hawaii Constitutions are not
mirror images of one another. The fourteenth amendment to the United States
Constitution somewhat concisely provides, in relevant part, that a state may not "deny
to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws." Hawaii's
counterpart is more elaborate. Article I, section 5 of the Hawaii Constitution provides
in relevant part that "[n]o person shall . . . be denied the equal protection of the
laws, nor be denied the enjoyment of the person's civil rights or be discriminated
against in the exercise thereof because ofrace, religion, sex, or ancestry" (emphasis
added.) Thus, by its plain language, the Hawaii Constitution prohibits statesanctioned discrimination against any person in the exercise of his or her civil rights
on the basis of sex.
"The freedom to marry has long been recognized as one of the vital personal rights
essential to the orderly pursuit of happiness by free [people]." Loving, 388 U.S. at 12.
So "fundamental" does the United States Supreme Court consider the institution of
marriage that it has deemed marriage to be "one of the 'basic civil rights of [men and
women.]'" Id. (quoting Skinner, 316 U.S. at 541).
Black's Law Dictionary (6th ed. 1990) defines "civil rights" as synonymous with
"civil liberties." "Civil liberties" are defined, inter alia, as "[p]ersonal, natural rights
guaranteed and protected by Constitution;e.g., . . . freedom from discrimination . . . .
Body of law dealing with natural liberties . . . which invade equal rights of others.
Constitutionally, they are restraints on government." This court has held, in another
context, that such "privilege[s] of citizenship . . . cannot be taken away [on] any of the
prohibited bases of race, religion, sex or ancestry" enumerated in article I, section 5 of
the Hawaii Constitution and that to do so violates the right to equal protection of the
laws as guaranteed by that constitutional provision. State v. Levinson, 71 Haw. 492,
499 (1990) (exclusion of female jurors solely because of their sex denies them equal
protection under Hawaii Constitution) (emphasis added).
Rudimentary principles of statutory construction render manifest the fact that, by its
plain language, HRS §572-1 restricts the marital relation to a male and a female.
"'[T]he fundamental starting point for statutory interpretation is the language of the
statute itself. . . . [W]here the statutory language is plain and unambiguous,'" we
construe it according "'to its plain and obvious meaning.'" Schmidt v. Board of
Directors of Ass'n of Apartment Owners of The Marco Polo Apartments, 73 Haw.
526, 531-32 (1992); In re Tax Appeal of Lower Mapunapuna Tenants Ass'n, 73 Haw.
63, 68 (1992). The non-consanguinity requisite contained in HRS §572-1(1) precludes
marriages, inter alia, between "brother and sister," "uncle and niece," and "aunt and
nephew[.]" The anti-bigamy requisite contained in HRS§572-1(3) forbids a marriage
between a "man" or a "woman" as the case may be, who, at the time, has a living and
"lawful wife . . . [or] husband[.]" And the requisite, set forth in HRS §572-1(7),
requiring marriage ceremonies to be performed by state-licensed persons or entities
expressly speaks in terms of "the man and woman to be married[.]" Accordingly, on
its face and (as Lewin admits) as applied, HRS§572-1 denies same-sex couples access

to the marital status and its concomitant rights and benefits. It is the state's regulation
of access to the status of married persons, on the basis of the applicants' sex, that
gives rise to the question whether the applicant couples have been denied the equal
protection of the laws in violation of article I, section 5 of the Hawaii Constitution.
Relying primarily on four decisions construing the law of other jurisdictions, Lewin
contends that "the fact that homosexual [sic -- actually, same-sex] partners cannot
form a state-licensed marriage is not the product of impermissible discrimination"
implicating equal protection considerations, but rather "a function of their biologic
inability as a couple to satisfy the definition of the status to which they aspire." Put
differently, Lewin proposes that "the right of persons of the same sex to marry one
another does not exist because marriage, by definition and usage, means a special
relationship between a man and a woman." We believe Lewin's argument to be
circular and unpersuasive.
Two of the decisions upon which Lewin relies are demonstrably inapposite to the
appellant couples' claim. In Baker v. Nelson, 291 Minn. 310 (1971), the questions for
decision were whether a marriage of two persons of the same sex was authorized by
state statutes and, if not, whether state authorization was compelled by various
provisions of the United States Constitution, including the fourteenth amendment.
Regarding the first question, the Baker court arrived at the same conclusion as have
we with respect to HRS §572-1: by their plain language, the Minnesota marriage
statutes precluded same-sex marriages. Regarding the second question, however, the
court merely held that the United States Constitution was not offended; apparently, no
state constitutional questions were raised and none were addressed. De Santo v.
Barnsley, 328 Pa. Super. 181 (1984), is also distinguishable. In De Santo, the court
held only that common law same-sex marriage did not exist in Pennsylvania, a result
irrelevant to the present case. The appellants sought to assert that denial of same-sex
common law marriages violated the state's equal rights amendment, but the appellate
court expressly declined to reach the issue because it had not been raised in the trial
court.
Jones v. Hallahan, 501 S.W.2d 588 (Ky. Ct. App. 1973), and Singer v. Hara, 11
Wash. App. 247 (1974), warrant more in-depth analysis. In Jones, the appellants, both
females, sought review of a judgment that held that they were not entitled to have a
marriage license issued to them, contending that refusal to issue the license deprived
them of the basic constitutional rights to marry, associate, and exercise religion freely.
In an opinion acknowledged to be "a case of first impression in Kentucky," the Court
of Appeals summarily affirmed, ruling as follows:
Marriage was a custom long before the state commenced to issue licenses for
that purpose. . . . [M]arriage has always been considered as a union of a man
and a woman . . . .
It appears to us that appellants are prevented from marrying, not by the statutes
of Kentucky or the refusal of the County Clerk . . . to issue them a license, but

rather by their own incapability of entering into a marriage as that term is
defined. . . . .
In substance, the relationship proposed by the appellants does not authorize the
issuance of a marriage license because what they propose is not a marriage.
Significantly, the appellants' equal protection rights -- federal or state -- were not
asserted in Jones, and, accordingly, the appeals court was relieved of the necessity of
addressing and attempting to distinguish the decision of the United States Supreme
Court in Loving. Loving involved the appeal of a black woman and a caucasian man
(the Lovings) who were married in the District of Columbia and thereafter returned to
their home state of Virginia to establish their marital abode. The Lovings were duly
indicted for and convicted of violating Virginia's miscegenation laws, which banned
interracial marriages. In his sentencing decision, the trial judge stated, in substance,
that Divine Providence had not intended that the marriage state extend to interracial
unions:
"Almighty God created the races white, black, yellow, malay and red, and he
placed them on separate continents. And but for the interference with his
arrangement there would be no cause for such marriages. The fact that he
separated the races shows that he did not intend for the races to mix" (quoting
the trial judge) (emphasis added).
The Lovings appealed the constitutionality of the state's miscegenation laws to the
Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals, which, inter alia, upheld their constitutionality
and affirmed the Lovings' convictions. The Lovings then pressed their appeal to the
United States Supreme Court.
In a landmark decision, the United States Supreme Court, through Chief Justice
Warren, struck down the Virginia miscegenation laws on both equal protection and
due process grounds. The court's holding as to the former is pertinent for present
purposes:
[T]he Equal Protection Clause requires the consideration of whether the
classifications drawn by any statute constitute an arbitrary and invidious
discrimination. . . . There can be no question but that Virginia's miscegenation
statutes rest solely upon distinctions drawn according to race. The statutes
proscribe generally accepted conduct if engaged in by members of different
races. . . . At the very least, the Equal Protection Clause demands that racial
classifications . . . be subjected to the "most rigid scrutiny," . . . and, if they are
ever to be upheld, they must be shown to be necessary to the accomplishment
of some permissible state objective, independent of the racial discrimination
which it was the object of the Fourteenth Amendment to eliminate. . . .
There is patently no legitimate overriding purpose independent of invidious
discrimination which justifies this classification. . . . We have consistently
denied the constitutionality of measures which restrict the rights of citizens on
account of race. There can be no doubt that restricting the freedom to marry

solely because of racial classifications violates the central meaning of the
Equal Protection Clause (emphasis added).
The facts in Loving and the respective reasoning of the Virginia courts, on the one
hand, and the United States Supreme Court, on the other, both discredit the reasoning
of Jones and unmask the tautological and circular nature of Lewin's argument that
HRS §572-1 does not implicate article I, section 5 of the Hawaii Constitution because
same sex marriage is an innate impossibility. Analogously to Lewin's argument and
the rationale of the Jones court, the Virginia courts declared that interracial marriage
simply could not exist because the Deity had deemed such a union intrinsically
unnatural, and, in effect, because it had theretofore never been the "custom" of the
state to recognize mixed marriages, marriage "always" having been construed to
presuppose a different configuration. With all due respect to the Virginia courts of a
bygone era, we do not believe that trial judges are the ultimate authorities on the
subject of Divine Will, and, as Loving amply demonstrates, constitutional law may
mandate, like it or not, that customs change with an evolving social order.
Singer v. Hara, 11 Wash. App. 247 (1974), suffers the same fate as does Jones.
In Singer, two males appealed from a trial court's order denying their motion to show
cause by which they sought to compel the county auditor to issue them a marriage
license. On appeal, the unsuccessful applicants argued that: (1) the trial court erred in
concluding that the Washington state marriage laws prohibited same-sex marriages;
(2) the trial court's order violated the equal rights amendment to the state constitution;
and (3) the trial court's order violated various provisions of the United States
Constitution, including the fourteenth amendment.
The Washington Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court's order, rejecting all three
of the appellants' contentions. Predictably, and for the same reasons that we have
reached the identical conclusion regarding HRS §572-1, the Singer court determined
that it was "apparent from a plain reading of our marriage statutes that the legislature
has not authorized same-sex marriages." Regarding the appellants' federal and state
claims, the court specifically "[did] not take exception to the proposition that the
Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment requires strict judicial
scrutiny of legislative attempts at sexual discrimination" (emphasis added).
Nevertheless, the Singer court found no defect in the state's marriage laws, under
either the United States Constitution or the state constitution's equal rights
amendment, based upon the rationale of Jones: "[a]ppellants were not denied a
marriage license because of their sex; rather, they were denied a marriage license
because of the nature of marriage itself." As inJones, we reject this exercise in
tortured and conclusory sophistry.
3. Equal Protection Analysis under Article I, Section 5 of the Hawaii Constitution
"Whenever a denial of equal protection of the laws is alleged, as a rule our initial
inquiry has been whether the legislation in question should be subjected to 'strict

scrutiny' or to a 'rational basis' test." Nakano v. Matayoshi, 68 Haw. 140, 151 (1985)
(citing Nagle v. Board of Educ., 63 Haw. 389, 392 (1981)). This court has applied "
strict scrutiny" analysis to "'laws classifying on the basis of suspect categories or
impinging upon fundamental rights expressly or impliedly granted by the
[c]onstitution,'" in which case the laws are "'presumed to be unconstitutional unless
the state shows compelling state interests which justify such
classifications,'" Holdman v. Olim, 59 Haw. 346, 349 (1978) (citing Nelson v. Miwa,
56 Haw. 601, 605 n.4 (1976)), and that the laws are "narrowly drawn to avoid
unnecessary abridgments of constitutional rights." Nagle, 63 Haw. at 392.
By contrast, "[w]here 'suspect' classifications or fundamental rights are not at issue,
this court has traditionally employed the rational basis test." "Under the rational basis
test, we inquire as to whether a statute rationally furthers a legitimate state
interest." Estate of Coates v. Pacific Engineering, 71 Haw. 358, 364 (1990). "Our
inquiry seeks only to determine whether any reasonable justification can be found for
the legislative enactment."
As we have indicated, HRS §572-1, on its face and as applied, regulates access to the
marital status and its concomitant rights and benefits on the basis of the applicants'
sex. As such, HRS §572-1 establishes a sex-based classification.
HRS §572-1 is not the first sex-based classification with which this court has been
confronted. In Holdman v. Olim, supra, a woman prison visitor (Holdman) brought an
action against prison officials seeking injunctive, monetary, and declaratory relief
arising from a prison matron's refusal to admit Holdman entry when she was not
wearing a brassiere. The matron's refusal derived from a directive, promulgated by the
Acting Prison Administrator, that "visitors will be properly dressed. Women visitors
are asked to be fully clothed, including undergarments. Provocative attire is
discouraged" (emphasis added). Holdman proceeded to trial, and the circuit court
dismissed her action at the close of her case in chief.
On appeal, this court affirmed the dismissal of Holdman's complaint. The significance
of Holdman for present purposes, however, is the rationale by which this court
reached its result:
This court has not [heretofore] dealt with a sex-based classification.
In Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677 (1973), a plurality of the United
States Supreme Court favored the inclusion of classifications based upon sex
among those considered to be suspect for the purposes of the compelling state
interest test. However, subsequent cases have made it clear that the current
governing test under the Fourteenth Amendment [to the United States
Constitution] is a standard intermediate between rational basis and strict
scrutiny. "[C]lassifications by gender must serve important governmental
objectives and must be substantially related to achievement of those
objectives." Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190, 197 (1976). Also see Califano v.

Goldfarb, 430 U.S. 199, 210 n.8 (1977) andCalifano v. Webster, 430 U.S. 313,
316-17 (1977). . . . .
Dress standards are intimately related to sexual attitudes. . . . The dress
restrictions imposed upon women visitors by the directive derived their
relation to prison security out of the assumption that these attitudes were
present among the residents. Whether or not this assumption was correct, it is
manifest that the directive was substantially related to the achievement of the
important governmental objective of prison security and met the test under the
Fourteenth Amendment. . . . .
[Holdman's] challenge to the directive under the state constitution requires
separate consideration. Article I, Section 4 of the Hawaii Constitution declares
that no person shall be "denied the equal protection of the laws, nor be denied
the enjoyment of [the person's] civil rights or be discriminated against in the
exercise thereof because of race, religion, sex or ancestry." Article I, Section
21 provides: "Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged
by the State on account of sex." We are presented with two questions, either of
which might be dispositive of the present case. We must first inquire whether
the treatment [Holdman] received denied to her the equal protection of the
laws guaranteed by the Hawaii Constitution under a more stringent test than
that applicable under the Fourteenth Amendment. If the more general
guarantee of equal protection does not sustain [Holdman's] claims, we must
then inquire whether the specific guarantee of equality of rights under the law
contained in Article I, Section 21, has been infringed.
It is open to this court, of course, to apply the more stringent test of
compelling state interest to sex-based classifications in assessing their validity
under the equal protection clause of the state constitution. State v. Kaluna, 55
Haw. 361 (1974). [Holdman] urges that we do so, arguing both from Frontiero
v. Richardson, supra, and from the presence of sex with race, religion and
ancestry as a category specifically named in Article I, Section 4.
We need not deal finally with that issue, and reserve it for future
consideration, since we conclude that the compelling state interest test would
be satisfied in this case if it were to be held applicable. . . . . . . .
Survival under the strict scrutiny test places the directive beyond [Holdman's]
challenge under her asserted . . . right to equal protection . . . . It does not
necessarily place the directive beyond challenge under the equal rights
provision of Article I, Section 21.
Article I, Section 21, is substantially identical with the proposed Equal Rights
Amendment of the United States Constitution. . . . The standard of review to
be applied under an ERA has not been clearly formulated by judicial decision.
...
. . . Unless we are to attempt in this case to define the standard of review
required under Hawaii's ERA, no purpose will be served by analysis of the
considerable body of decisions which fall short of dealing with that question. .
. . We have concluded that the treatment of which [Holdman] complains

withstands the test of strict scrutiny by reason of a compelling State
interest. We are not prepared to hold in this case that . . . . a more stringent test
should be applied under Article I, Section 21 . . . . (emphasis added).
Our decision in Holdman is key to the present case in several respects. First, we
clearly and unequivocally established, for purposes of equal protection analysis under
the Hawaii Constitution, that sex-based classifications are subject, as a per se matter,
to some form of "heightened" scrutiny, be it "strict" or "intermediate," rather than
mere "rational basis" analysis. Second, we assumed, arguendo, that such sex-based
classifications were subject to "strict scrutiny." Third, we reaffirmed the longstanding
principle that this court is free to accord greater protections to Hawaii's citizens under
the state constitution than are recognized under the United States Constitution. And
fourth, we looked to the then current case law of the United States Supreme Court for
guidance.
Of the decisions of the United States Supreme Court cited in Holdman, Frontiero v.
Richardson, supra, was by far the most significant. In Frontiero, a married woman air
force officer and her husband (the Frontieros) filed suit against the Secretary of
Defense seeking declaratory and injunctive relief against enforcement of federal
statutes governing quarters allowances and medical benefits for members of the
uniformed services. The statutes provided, solely for administrative convenience, that
spouses of male members were unconditionally considered dependents for purposes
of obtaining such allowances and benefits, but that spouses of female members were
not considered dependents unless they were in fact dependent for more than one-half
of their support. The Frontieros' lawsuit was precipitated by the husband's inability to
satisfy the statutory dependency standard. A three-judge district court panel denied
the Frontieros' claim for relief, and they appealed.
Noting that "[u]nder these statutes, a serviceman may claim his wife as a 'dependent'
without regard to whether she is in fact dependent upon him for any part of her
support[,]" but that "[a] servicewoman . . . may not claim her husband as a 'dependent'
. . . unless he is in fact dependent upon her for over one-half of his support[,]" a
plurality of four, through Justice Brennan (the Brennan plurality), framed the issue on
appeal as "whether this difference in treatment constitutes an unconstitutional
discrimination against servicewomen . . . ." By an eight-to-one majority, the court
concluded that the statutes established impermissibly differential treatment between
men and women and, accordingly, reversed the judgment of the district court.
The disagreement among the eight-justice majority lay in the level of judicial scrutiny
applicable to instances of statutory sex-based discrimination. The Brennan plurality
agreed with the Frontieros' contention that " classifications based upon sex, like
classifications based upon race, alienage, and national origin, are inherently suspect
and must therefore be subjected to close judicial scrutiny." Thus, the Brennan
plurality applied the "strict scrutiny" standard to its review of the illegal statutes.

Justice Stewart concurred in the judgment, "agreeing that the statutes . . . work[ed] an
invidious discrimination in violation of the Constitution."
Particularly noteworthy in Frontiero, however, was the concurring opinion of Justice
Powell, joined by the Chief Justice and Justice Blackmun (the Powell group). The
Powell group agreed that "the challenged statutes constitute[d] an unconstitutional
discrimination against servicewomen," but deemed it "unnecessary for the Court in
this case to characterize sex as a suspect classification, with all of the far-reaching
implications of such a holding" (emphasis added). Central to the Powell group's
thinking was the following explanation:
There is another . . . reason for deferring a general categorizing of sex
classifications as invoking the strictest test of judicial scrutiny. The Equal
Rights Amendment, which if adopted will resolve the substance of this precise
question, has been approved by the Congress and submitted for ratification by
the States. If this Amendment is duly adopted, it will represent the will of the
people accomplished in the manner prescribed by the Constitution. By acting
prematurely and unnecessarily, . . . the Court has assumed a decisional
responsibility at the very time when state legislatures, functioning within the
traditional democratic process, are debating the proposed Amendment. It
seems . . . that this reaching out to pre-empt by judicial action a major political
decision which is currently in process of resolution does not reflect appropriate
respect for duly prescribed legislative processes (emphasis added).
The Powell group's concurring opinion therefore permits but one inference: had the
Equal Rights Amendment been incorporated into the United States Constitution, at
least seven members (and probably eight) of the Frontiero court would have
subjected statutory sex-based classifications to "strict" judicial scrutiny.
In light of the interrelationship between the reasoning of the Brennan plurality and the
Powell group in Frontiero, on the one hand, and the presence of article I, section 3 -the Equal Rights Amendment -- in the Hawaii Constitution, on the other, it is time to
resolve once and for all the question left dangling in Holdman. Accordingly, we hold
that sex is a "suspect category" for purposes of equal protection analysis under article
I, section 5 of the Hawaii Constitution and that HRS §572-1 is subject to the "strict
scrutiny" test. It therefore follows, and we so hold, that (1) HRS §572-1 is presumed
to be unconstitutional (2) unless Lewin, as an agent of the State of Hawaii, can show
that (a) the statute's sex-based classification is justified by compelling state interests
and (b) the statute is narrowly drawn to avoid unnecessary abridgments of the
applicant couples' constitutional rights.
4. The dissenting opinion misconstrues the holdings and reasoning of the plurality.
We would be remiss if we did not address certain basic misconstructions of this
opinion appearing in Judge Heen's dissent. First, we have not held, as Judge Heen

seems to imply, that (1) the appellants "have a 'civil right' to a same sex marriage[,]"
(2) "the civil right to marriage must be accorded to same sex couples[,]" and (3) the
applicant couples "have a right to a same sex marriage[.]" These conclusions would
be premature. We have, however, noted that the United States Supreme Court has
recognized for over fifty years that marriage is a basic civil right. That proposition is
relevant to the prohibition set forth in article I, section 5 of the Hawaii Constitution
against discrimination in the exercise of a person's civil rights, inter alia, on the basis
of sex.
Second, we have not held, as Judge Heen also seems to imply, that HRS §572-1
"unconstitutionally discriminates against [the applicant couples] who seek a license to
enter into a same sex marriage[.]" Such a holding would likewise be premature at this
time. What we have held is that, on its face and as applied, HRS §572-1 denies samesex couples access to the marital status and its concomitant rights and benefits, thus
implicating the equal protection clause of article I, section 5.
We understand that Judge Heen disagrees with our view in this regard based on his
belief that "HRS §572-1 treats everyone alike and applies equally to both sexes[,]"
with the result that "[n]either sex is beinggranted a right or benefit the other does not
have, and neither sex is being denied a right or benefit that the other has" (emphasis in
original) . The rationale underlying Judge Heen's belief, however, was expressly
considered and rejected in Loving:
Thus, the State contends that, because its miscegenation statutes punish
equally both the white and the Negro participants in an interracial marriage,
these statutes, despite their reliance on racial classifications do not constitute
an invidious discrimination based upon race. . . . [W]e reject the notion that the
mere "equal application" of a statute containing racial classifications is enough
to remove the classifications from the Fourteenth Amendment's proscriptions
of all invidious discriminations . . . . In the case at bar, . . . we deal with
statutes containing racial classifications, and the fact of equal application does
not immunize the statute from the very heavy burden of justification which the
Fourteenth Amendment has traditionally required of state statutes drawn
according to race.
Substitution of "sex" for "race" and article I, section 5 for the fourteenth amendment
yields the precise case before us together with the conclusion that we have reached.
As a final matter, we are compelled to respond to Judge Heen's suggestion that
denying the appellants access to the multitude of statutory benefits "conferred upon
spouses in a legal marriage . . . is a matter for the legislature, which can express the
will of the populace in deciding whether such benefits should be extended to persons
in [the applicant couples'] circumstances." In effect, we are being accused of engaging
in judicial legislation. We are not. The result we reach today is in complete harmony
with the Loving court's observation that any state's powers to regulate marriage are
subject to the constraints imposed by the constitutional right to the equal protection of

the laws. If it should ultimately be determined that the marriage laws of Hawaii
impermissibly discriminate against the appellants, based on the suspect category of
sex, then that would be the result of the interrelation of existing legislation.
[W]hether the legislation under review is wise or unwise is a matter with
which we have nothing to do. Whether it . . . work[s] well or work[s] ill
presents a question entirely irrelevant to the issue. The only legitimate inquiry
we can make is whether it is constitutional. If it is not, its virtues, if it have
any, cannot save it; if it is, its faults cannot be invoked to accomplish its
destruction. If the provisions of the Constitution be not upheld when they
pinch as well as when they comfort, they may as well be abandoned. Home
Bldg. & Loan Ass'n v. Blaisdell, 290 U.S. 398, 483 (1934) (Sutherland, J.,
dissenting).
III. CONCLUSION
Because, for the reasons stated in this opinion, the circuit court erroneously granted
Lewin's motion for judgment on the pleadings and dismissed the plaintiffs' complaint,
we vacate the circuit court's order and judgment and remand this matter for further
proceedings consistent with this opinion. On remand, in accordance with the "strict
scrutiny" standard, the burden will rest on Lewin to overcome the presumption that
HRS §572-1 is unconstitutional by demonstrating that it furthers compelling state
interests and is narrowly drawn to avoid unnecessary abridgments of constitutional
rights. See Nagle, 63 Haw. at 392;Holdman, 59 Haw. at 349.
Vacated and remanded.
BURNS, J.
I concur that the circuit court's October 1, 1991 order erroneously granted the State's
motion for judgment on the pleadings and erroneously dismissed the plaintiffs'
complaint with prejudice. My concurrence is based on my conclusion that this case
involves genuine issues of material fact. "Constitutional and other questions of a large
public import should not be decided on an inadequate factual basis." 6 J. Moore and J.
Lucas, Moore's Federal Practice para. 56[10] (2d ed. 1982).
The marriage at issue in this case is the marriage specifically authorized by Hawaii's
statutes. My label for this marriage is the "Hawaii Civil Law Marriage." The issue is
whether the Hawaii Constitution permits the State to discriminate against same-sex
couples by extending the right to enter into a Hawaii Civil Law Marriage to oppositesex couples and not to same-sex couples.

The Hawaii Constitution mandates, in article I, section 3, that "[e]quality of rights
under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the State on account of sex." It also
mandates, in article I, section 5, that "[n]o person shall be . . . denied the equal
protection of the laws, . . . or be discriminated against in the exercise thereof because
of . . . sex[.]" Thus, any State action that discriminates against a person because of his
or her "sex" is subject to strict scrutiny.
As used in the Hawaii Constitution, to what does the word "sex" refer? In my view,
the Hawaii Constitution's reference to "sex" includes all aspects of each person's "sex"
that are "biologically fated." The decision whether a person when born will be a male
or a female is "biologically fated." Thus, the word "sex" includes the male-female
difference. Is there any other aspect of a person's "sex" that is "biologically fated"?
In March 1993, the Cox News Service reported in relevant part as follows:
The issue of whether people become homosexuals because of "nature or
nurture" is one of the most controversial subjects scientists have confronted in
recent years. * * *
Until the middle 1980s, the prevailing view among most scientists was that
homosexual "tendencies" were mostly the result of upbringing. . . . * * *
Later, researchers at the Salk Institute in San Diego found anatomical
differences between homosexual and heterosexual men in parts of the brain
noted for differences between men and women.
Theories gravitate to the role of male sex hormones. * * *
In March 1993, the Associated Press reported in relevant part as follows:
CHICAGO - Genes appear to play an important role in determining whether
women are lesbians, said a researcher who found similar results among gay
men. * * *
"I think we're dealing with something very complex, perhaps the interaction
between hormones, the environment and genetic components," [Roger] Gorski
[an expert in biological theories of homosexuality] said yesterday. * * *
On the other hand, columnist Charles Krauthammer reports as follows:
It is natural, therefore, that just as parents have the inclination and right to
wish to influence the development of a child's character, they have the
inclination and right to try to influence a child's sexual orientation. Gay
advocates argue, however, that such influence is an illusion. Sexual
orientation, they claim, is biologically fated and thus entirely impervious to
environmental influence.
Unfortunately, as E. L. Pattullo, former director of Harvard's Center for the
Behavioral Sciences, recently pointed out in Commentary magazine, the
scientific evidence does not support such a claim. . . . * * *

If heterosexuality, homosexuality, bisexuality, and asexuality are "biologically
fated[,]" then the word "sex" also includes those differences. Therefore, the questions
whether heterosexuality, homosexuality, bisexuality, and asexuality are "biologically
fated" are relevant questions of fact which must be determined before the issue
presented in this case can be answered. If the answers are yes, then each person's
"sex" includes both the "biologically fated" male-female difference and the
"biologically fated" sexual orientation difference, and the Hawaii Constitution
probably bars the State from discriminating against the sexual orientation difference
by permitting opposite-sex Hawaii Civil Law Marriages and not permitting same-sex
Hawaii Civil Law Marriages. If the answers are no, then each person's "sex" does not
include the sexual orientation difference, and the Hawaii Constitution may permit the
State to encourage heterosexuality and discourage homosexuality, bisexuality, and
asexuality by permitting opposite-sex Hawaii Civil Law Marriages and not permitting
same-sex Hawaii Civil Law Marriages.
HEEN, J.
I dissent. Although the lower court judge may have engaged in "verbal overkill" in
arriving at his decision, the result he reached was correct and should be affirmed.
See State v. Taniguchi, 72 Haw. 235 (1991).
I agree with the plurality's holding that Appellants do not have a fundamental right to
a same sex marriage protected by article I, § 6 of the Hawaii State Constitution.
However, I cannot agree with the plurality that (1) Appellants have a "civil right" to a
same sex marriage; (2) Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS) §572-1 unconstitutionally
discriminates against Appellants who seek a license to enter into a same sex marriage;
(3) Appellants are entitled to an evidentiary hearing that applies a "strict scrutiny"
standard of review to the statute; and (4) HRS §572-1 is presumptively
unconstitutional. Moreover, in my view, Appellants' claim that they are being
discriminatorily denied statutory benefits accorded to spouses in a legalized marriage
should be addressed to the legislature.
1.
Citing Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 (1967), the plurality holds that Appellants have
a civil right to marriage. I disagree. "'It is axiomatic . . . that a decision does not stand
for a proposition not considered by the court.'" People v. Superior Court, 8 Cal. App.
4th 688, 703 (1992) (quoting People v. Harris, 47 Cal. 3d 1047, 1071 (1989)).
Loving is simply not authority for the plurality's proposition that the civil right to
marriage must be accorded to same sex couples. Loving points out that the right to
marriage occupies an extremely venerated position in our society. So does every other
case discussing marriage. However, the plaintiff in Loving was not claiming a right to

a same sex marriage. Loving involved a marriage between a white male and a black
female whose marriage, which took place in Washington, D.C., was refused
recognition in Virginia under that state's miscegenation laws.
The plurality also cites Zablocki v. Redhail, 434 U.S. 374 (1978), as establishing
constitutional limits on the states' right to regulate marriage. That is an undeniable
principle. In Zablocki an application for a marriage license by a male and a female
was denied because the male was not able to show, pursuant to a Wisconsin statute's
requirement, that he was in compliance with all existing obligations for child support.
Loving and Zablocki neither establish the right to a same sex marriage nor limit a
state's power to prohibit any person from entering into such a marriage. The
plurality's conclusion here that Appellants have a right to a same sex marriage and,
therefore, an evidentiary hearing is completely contrary to the clear import
of Zablocki and Loving.
Although appellants suggest an analogy between the racial classification
involved in Loving and Perez and the alleged sexual classification involved in
the case at bar, we do not find such an analogy. The operative distinction lies
in the relationship which is described by the term "marriage" itself, and that
relationship is the legal union of one man and one woman. Washington
statutes, specifically those relating to marriage . . . and marital (community)
property . . ., are clearly founded upon the presumption that marriage, as a
legal relationship, may exist only between one man and one woman who are
otherwise qualified to enter that relationship. * * *
[A]ppellants are not being denied entry into the marriage relationship because
of their sex; rather, they are being denied entry into the marriage relationship
because of the recognized definition of that relationship as one which may be
entered into only by two persons who are members of the opposite sex. Singer
v. Hara, 11 Wash. App. 247, 253-55 (1974).
The issue of a right to a same sex marriage has been considered by the courts in four
other states. Those courts arrive at the opposite conclusion from the plurality here.
See Jones v. Hallahan, 501 S.W.2d 588 (Ky. Ct. App. 1973); Baker v. Nelson, 291
Minn. 310 (1971); De Santo v. Barnsley, 328 Pa. Super. 181 (1984); Singer v.
Hara, supra. I do not agree with the plurality's contention that those cases are not
precedent for this case. The basic issue in each of those four cases, as in this one, was
whether any person has the right to legally marry another person of the same sex.
Neither do I agree with the plurality that Loving refutes the reasoning of the courts in
those four cases.
2.

HRS §572-1 treats everyone alike and applies equally to both sexes. The effect of the
statute is to prohibit same sex marriages on the part of professed or non-professed
heterosexuals, homosexuals, bisexuals, or asexuals, and does not effect an invidious
discrimination.
The constitutional guarantee of equal protection of the laws means that no person or
class of persons shall be denied the same privileges and benefits under the laws that
are enjoyed by other persons or other classes of persons in like circumstances. Mahiai
v. Suwa, 69 Haw. 349 (1987).
HRS §572-1 does not establish a "suspect" classification based on gender because all
males and females are treated alike. A male cannot obtain a license to marry another
male, and a female cannot obtain a license to marry another female. Neither sex is
being granted a right or benefit the other does not have, and neither sex is
being denied a right or benefit that the other has.
My thesis is well illustrated by the case of Phillips v. Wisconsin Personnel Comm'n,
167 Wis. 2d 205 (Ct. App. 1992). In that case, the plaintiff, an unmarried female, was
denied medical benefits for her unmarried female "dependent" lesbian companion
because Phillips' state health plan defined "dependent" as spouse or children. Phillips
appealed the commission's dismissal of her gender discrimination complaint and the
Wisconsin Court of Appeals, in striking down her claim, stated that
dependent insurance coverage is unavailable to unmarried companions of both
male and female employees. A statute is only subject to a challenge for gender
discrimination under the equal protection clause when it discriminates on its
face, or in effect, between males and females (emphasis in original).
Similarly, HRS §572-1 does not discriminate on the basis of gender. The statute
applies equally to all unmarried persons, both male and female, who desire to enter
into a legally recognized marriage. Thus, no evidentiary hearing is required.
The cases cited by the plurality to support its holding that Appellants are a "suspect
class" are inapposite. Unlike the instant case, the facts in both cases show government
regulations preferring one gender (class) over another. In Holdman v. Olim, 59 Haw.
346 (1978), the prison regulation requiring female visitors to wear proper
undergarments clearly affected only female visitors to the state prison system. Male
visitors to the prison were not subject to such a regulation. The supreme court
explicitly referred to the regulation as being a sex-based classification. While the
reasoning in Holdman is very interesting, it does not support the plurality's conclusion
in this case that HRS §572-1 creates a suspect class.
Likewise, in Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677 (1973), the federal statutes
required that female members of the military service, but not male members, prove
that they provided over one-half of their spouse's support in order to have the spouses

classified as "dependents." The statutes were clearly discriminatory, since male
members of the military were favored over female members.
3.
Since HRS §572-1 is not invidiously discriminatory and Appellants are not members
of a suspect class, this court should not require an evidentiary hearing. Neither should
this court mandate that HRS §572-1 be subjected to the "strict scrutiny" test. If
anything, Appellants' challenge subjects the statute only to the "rational basis"
test. Estate of Coates v. Pacific Engineering, 71 Haw. 358 (1990). Thus, the issue is
whether the statute rationally furthers a legitimate state interest.
There is no question that such a rational relationship exists; therefore, the statute is a
constitutional exercise of the legislature's authority.
In my view, the purpose of HRS §572-1 is analogous to the purpose of Washington's
marriage license statute as stated in Singer, supra.
In the instant case, it is apparent that the state's refusal to grant a license
allowing the appellants to marry one another is not based upon appellants'
status as males, but rather it is based upon the state's recognition that our
society as a whole views marriage as the appropriate and desirable forum for
procreation and the rearing of children. . . . [M]arriage exists as a protected
legal institution primarily because of societal values associated with the
propagation of the human race. Further, it is apparent that no same-sex
couple offers the possibility of the birth of children by their union. Thus the
refusal of the state to authorize same sex marriage results from such
impossibility of reproduction rather than from an invidious discrimination "on
account of sex." Therefore, the definition of marriage as the legal union of one
man and one woman is permissible as applied to appellants, notwithstanding
the prohibition contained in the ERA, because it is founded upon the unique
physical characteristics of the sexes and appellants are not being discriminated
against because of their status as males per se (emphasis added).
The court in Singer was considering the case in the light of that state's Equal Rights
Amendment (identical to article I, §3 of the Hawaii State Constitution). The
Washington court's reasoning is pertinent, in my view, to Appellants' claim in the case
at hand and supports the constitutionality of the statute.
4.
Furthermore, I cannot agree with the plurality that HRS §572-1 is presumptively
unconstitutional.

The general rule is that every statute is presumed to be constitutional, and the party
challenging the law on constitutional grounds has the heavy burden of overcoming
this presumption. Washington v. Fireman's Fund Ins. Cos., 68 Haw. 192, 199 (1985).
In Washington this court, in considering a constitutional challenge to a statutory
classification, stated:
To prevail, a party challenging the constitutionality of a statutory classification
on equal protection ground has the burden of showing, "with convincing
clarity that the classification is not rationally related to the" statutory
purpose, State v. Bloss, 62 Haw. 147, 154 (1980), or that "the challenged
classification does not 'rest upon some ground of difference having a fair and
substantial relation to the object of the legislation,'" Hasegawa v. Maui
Pineapple Co., 52 Haw. 327, 330 (1970), and is therefore "arbitrary and
capricious."
State v. Freitas, 61 Haw. 262, 272 (1979). See also, Schwab v. Ariyoshi, 58 Haw. 25,
31 (1977).
This court has ruled that:
[E]qual protection does not mandate that all laws apply with universality to all
persons; the State "cannot function without classifying its citizens for various
purposes and treating some differently from others." The legislature may not,
however, in exercising this right to classify, do so arbitrarily. The
classification must be reasonably related to the purpose of the legislation.
We set out in Hasegawa a two-step procedure for determining whether the statute
passed constitutional muster:
First, we must ascertain the purpose or objective that the State sought to
achieve in enacting [the challenged statute]. Second, we must examine the
means chosen to accomplish that purpose, to determine whether the means
bears a reasonable relationship to the purpose. Joshua, 65 Haw. at 629
(quoting Hasegawa, 52 Haw. at 330).
In my view, the statute's classification is clearly designed to promote the legislative
purpose of fostering and protecting the propagation of the human race through
heterosexual marriages and bears a reasonable relationship to that purpose. I find
nothing unconstitutional in that.
5.
Appellants complain that because they are not allowed to legalize their relationships, they
are denied a multitude of statutory benefits conferred upon spouses in a legal marriage.
However, redress for those deprivations is a matter for the legislature, which can express
the will of the populace in deciding whether such benefits should be extended to persons
in Appellants' circumstances. Those benefits can be conferred without rooting out the
very essence of a legal marriage. This court should not manufacture a civil right which is

unsupported by any precedent, and whose legal incidents -- the entitlement to those
statutory benefits -- will reach beyond the right to enter into a legal marriage and overturn
long standing public policy encompassing other areas of public concern. This decision
will have far-reaching and grave repercussions on the finances and policies of the
governments and industry of this state and all the other states in the country.

